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There can be several reasons for this problem:

1. auto backup path

When opening a ViFlow process graphic, the program automatically checks the path of the
auto backup.
If the path refers to a very slow network drive or even to a target that cannot be reached,
the opening of the process graphic can be delayed.

In this case, change the path for the Auto-Backup in the ViFlow menu "Tools" under
"Options" and "Auto-Backup".

2. Trusted Locations in Visio

When opening a ViFlow process graphic, Visio may access unavailable trusted locations. If
this is the case, the process graphic will not be opened until Visio has ﬁnished the search
for the storage locations.

Open Visio and under "File" and "Options" the settings for the "Trust Center".
There you will ﬁnd the "Trusted locations".

If paths are stored that no longer exist, they can be deleted to speed up the call of Visio
graphics.

3. BIOS setting "Data Execution Prevention

Especially on HP and Dell computers the following problem has already been observed:

As soon as the process graphic is opened when the database is loaded or another process is
to be opened within the database that is already open, waiting times, in some cases lasting
several minutes, occur.

The reason for this phenomenon is a BIOS setting on the aﬀected systems.

The "Data Execution Prevention" option is activated in the BIOS. As soon as this option has
been deactivated, ViFlow can open the process graphics again in normal speed.
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